Abstract. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, let G be the dual group G.
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|<7(x)| locally almost every where (shortly l.a.e) implies / 6 B and ||/||b < ||<?||b-It is easy to see that (B, || • ||b) is solid iff it is a L°°-module (c.f. [6] , [8] For a Beurling weight function w on G (c.f. [9] ), we mean that a continuous function w satisfying w(x) > 1 and w(x + y) < w(x) • w(y) for x,y € G. We set
It is a Banach space under the natural norm ||/|| P)UJ = \f(x)\ p -w p (x)dx} 1 / p . Lastly a weight w is said to satisfy the Beurling-Domar condition (shortly BD) if one has £">i log(t«(x n )) < oo for all x e G (c.f. [3] ). Ll(G) is called a Beurling algebra, because it is a Banach algebra with respect to convolution. It always has a BAI.
Throughout this work, we also will use the Wiener type spaces W(B, Y) in the sense [5] , [7] : the definition is the following: Let B be a Banach space. Assume that there exists a homogeneous Banach space (^4, || • H^), continuously embedded into (CB(G), || • ||oo). which is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication and is stable under complex conjugation, such
and also is a Banach module under pointwise multiplication. Here AQ = A(G) Pi C C ((G) is given the (locally convex) inductive limit topology of its, supspaces (AK{G), ||-||.a), K C G compact, and A' 0 (G) is the topological dual [7] . Therefore from the inequality 
It is known that if (B, ||-|| B ) and (Y, || • ||y) are two solid translation invariant BF-spaces, then w(B, Y) is a solid translation invariant BF-space
. If B is strongly character invariant then W(B,Y)
is also strongly character invariant.
LEMMA 1.5. If B is strongly character invariant and for f G B,t -» Mtf is continuous in B then for f G W(B, Y), t -• Mtf is continuous in W(B, Y). Here Y is solid BF-space on G and Cc(G) is dense in Y.
Proof. Let / G W(B,Y)
and e > 0 be given. Also let U C G open with compact closure. By the density of Cc(G) in Y and the solidity of Y we can find K C G so that || (1 -xK) • K{</>,Mtf)||y < e for all t € U. We have
Next for <f> G AO we choose h G Aq so that h = 1 on K (sup p<f>). This implies that
It is known that t -> Mt(hf) is continuous from
Combining all these facts we obtain the following estimate Since the function x -• ||£ x /||i,™ is equivalent to the weight function w (c.f. [7] ) then there exist C(f) > 0 such that C(f)w(x) < \\L x f\\ l>w .
Hence we have Note that, t -• |||M f |||B, t -> |||M t |||y axe equivalent to the weight functions u>i and u>2 respectively [7] . If we set lj = wi • uj2, t -• |||M T |||B • |||M t |||y is equivalent to the weight function u>. Also since \\M t f\\i tW -||/||i,u, and uj > 1, the inequality (1) one obtains in view of Theorem 1 (iii) in [5] . It is easy to prove the following proposition by Theorem 1 (i) in [5] and in this work Lemma 1.5. 
